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The future medium energy physi s program at the ele tron stret her a elerator ELSA of Bonn University mainly relies on experiments requiring a beam of
polarized ele trons and a polarized target. To provide a polarized beam with high polarization and suÆ ient intensity a pulsed 50 kV inverted gun of polarized ele trons has
been set into operation. The gun is operated in spa e harge limitation, produ ing a
peak urrent of 100 mA in re tangular 1s long ele tron pulses. Photo athode lifetime
during operation is higher than 3000 hours. Using a Be-InGaAs/Be-AlGaAs superlatti e photo athode a polarization of 80 % and a orresponding quantum eÆ ien y of
0.4 % ould be obtained.
Abstra t.

INTRODUCTION
Medium energy experiments requiring ir ularly polarized photons (produ ed by
Bremsstrahlung of longitudinally polarized ele trons) have started at the ele tron
stret her ELSA in Bonn [1℄. To full ll the demands of the experiments a new pulsed
sour e of polarized ele trons was developed [2℄ and set up. In order to enhan e the
overall eÆ ien y it operates with a newly installed pulsed inje tor lina whi h
requires an inje tion energy of 50 keV, a pulse length of 1s and a repetition rate
of 50 Hz [3℄. In this paper, we will report on rst measurements and our operation
experien e with the sour e.

GUN AND LOAD LOCK SYSTEM
A ross se tion of the gun and the load lo k system is shown in Fig. 1. The
athode ele trode is supported on three insulating ma or rods, bolted to the upper
ange of a bellow mounted on top of the gun hamber. High voltage is supplied
to the athode from the side via a pin-ball onta t using a standard feedthrough
whi h an be tilted without breaking the va uum of the gun hamber. In this
inverted on guration, the anode, the gun body and the load lo k are on ground
potential. The distan e between athode and anode an be varied from 45 to
70 mm. This permits to hange the pervean e of the gun and allows a spa e harge

FIGURE 1.

Setup of the 50 kV inverted gun and the load lo k system.

limited operation over a wide range of urrents. The range of operation an be
enlarged using photo athodes with di erent photoemitting areas (see Fig. 2). To
improve the gun va uum and onsequently the lifetime of the sour e heat leaning
and a tivation of the photo athode are arried out in the preparation hamber
of the load lo k system whi h is atta hed to the gun hamber. In addition this
setup allows to ex hange photo athodes without breaking the va uum of the gun
hamber.

Simulated and observed spa e harge limitation. The simulation, represented by
the lines, was arried out for three di erent photo athode diameters using the EGUN- ode.
FIGURE 2.

LASER SYSTEM
The light sour e is based on a tunable (700-900 nm) free running ashlamppumped 50 Hz Ti-Sapphire laser. The laser pulses (pulslength 10 s) are hopped
to 1 s, fed via a 85 m long opti al multimode bre to the sour e and be ome
ir ularly polarized after passing a linear polarizer and a po kels ell. A w beam
of polarized ele trons of low intensity (typ. 100 pA), whi h is needed for the
measurement of the beam polarization, is produ ed using a ontinous wave tunable
(700-900nm) Ti-Sapphire laser. This laser is pumped by an argon vapor laser and
an be fed into the bre as well.

FIRST MEASUREMENTS
Maximum urrents of up to 190 mA were obtained from a 8 mm diameter BeInGaAs/Be-AlGaAs superlatti e photo athode [5℄. Ele tron emission ould be varied from 85 mA to 190 mA (see. Fig. 2) by hanging the athode-anode-distan e.
A re tangular pulsstru ture was obtained in all ases. The observed spa e harge
limitation di er signi antly from the al ulated one whi h may be attributed to
the di erent emission properties of a ( old) photo athode and a (hot) thermioni
athode, whi h is not implemented in the EGUN ode [4℄ so far.
In Fig. 3 the wavelength dependan e of polarization and quantum eÆ ien y, obtained from Mott-s attering o thin gold foils, is presented. A maximum polariza-
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Polarization and quantum eÆ ien y versus wavelength, obtained from
Mott-s attering o thin gold foils. The error bars represent the statisti al error only. A systemati error of 5 %, aused by an insuÆ ient knowledge of the e e tive Sherman fun tion, has
to be taken into onsideration for all data points.
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wavelengths.

Observed de rease of quantum eÆ ien y with time, measured at two di erent

tion of P = 80 % is a hived at 830 nm, using a Be-InGaAs/Be-AlGaAs superlatti e
photo athode. The orresponding quantum eÆ ien y was 0.2 %.
The degradation of the photo athode was determined by measuring the time
dependent de rease of the quantum eÆ ien y (QE) using a diode laser (wavelength
830 nm) and a He:Ne laser (wavelength 633 nm). We found lifetimes higher than
4500 hours for the last most su essful a tivation of the photo athode (see Fig. 4).
No sigini ant de rease of the lifetime was observed during operation of the sour e.

CONCLUSIONS
A 50 kV sour e of polarized ele trons has been set su essfully into operation.
A polarization of P = 80 %, QE = 0.4 % and a urrent of 100 mA were obtained.
First experien e showed a reliable operation and indi ate a high sour e availability
lose to 100%.
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